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1. Problem setting and the method of the study 
   In some parts of the Rikuzen hills, most dissecting valleys have two different 
forms which are discernible in their transverse profiles. In the upstream area, a 
shallow-concave form is  predominant, of which longitudinal profile smoothly con-
tinues up to a divide. In the downstream area, V-shaped valleys often accompanied 
with bottom plains are distinguished. In this paper, four drainage basins of 
tributaries to the Nanakita and the Hirose rivers near Sendai city will be 
described. The three tributaries of the Nanakita have a well developed drainage 
system, and the one of the Hirose is a typical dissecting valleys with a deep gorge 
against the upland. They are the Tsurugaya-sawa, the Matanosawa, and the 
Sankyozawa to the Nanakita river (these are named here tentatively), and the 
Tatsunokuchi gorge to the Hirose river. 
   At the beginning, dissecting valleys are classified into two types, namely those 
are  Muldental and Kerbtal (sometimes including Sohlen-kerbtal) (Louis 1960).  The. 
former has a shallow-concave form in its transverse profile, and the latter has  so-called. 
V-shaped form. Then their distribution is mapped with a few schematic diagrams for 
the purpose of analysis on their distribution pattern. Morphological meanings of a 
 twofold feature in the hills is clarified later by consideration of relief evolution of  the-
field.
2. Geological and morphological structure of the hills 
   The  Nanakita hills in the northern suburbs of Sendai city (Fig. 1) are  composed. 
of chiefly Pliocene and partly upper Miocene sedimentary rocks. Those are,  from 
lower to upper, Nanakita formation consisting of sandstone (Miocene), Kameoka 
formation of mudstone with lignite beds (Pliocene), and Tatsunokuchi formation of 
mudstone and sandstone. These strata are slightly dipping southwestward, so the 
lower formation comes to be exposed at the northeastern part of the hills  (Okutsu 
and Kurata  1967). As the geological structure is rather simple, the strata are  not
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 -disturbed. So the hills are lithologically and structurally almost uniform for 
subaerial erosion. 
   The Nanakita hills belong to the drainage basin of the Nanakita river. The 
main tributaries of the Nanakita river flow north- or northeastward. The main 
divide of the hills is 100-70 m high, and is extremely shifted southward, extending 
straight in W-E direction (Tamura 1965). Along the southern foot of the hills 
widely develops a series of river terraces in four steps, where the urban district of 
Sendai city is located (Nakagawa, et al. 1960, 1961, Noh, et al. 1967). At the 
northern fringe, on the contrary, river terraces of the Nanakita river are scattered 
(Miura 1964) seemingly they were dissected and eroded out. 
   Viewing the hills in some distances, we see an accordant hill-top level which 
gradually descends itself eastward with a slant of 30 m by 6 km. As no younger  
.deposit is found on the hill tops , the level seems to be an erosion surface cutting 
 Neogene Tertiary. Broad erosion surfaces assumed from hill-top levels like in this 
area are distributed in many places, and the Nanakita hills is merely an example of 
them (Nakamura 1963,  1967c). The valley density is 120-90 (stream number per 
1 km2), average relief is about 50 m, and the drainage systems are dendritic pattern. 
   The Tatsunokuchi gorge dissects the Aobayama hills or upland  210-140 m high,
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where the  Aobayama gravel formation') (Pleistocene) covers a series of sedimentary 
rocks of  Sendai group (Pliocene). The valley density is about  -W  but relief is over 
than 100 m in most part of this upland. The gorge was resulted from a piracy that 
the meandering stream of the Hirose river had captured the upper reach of the former 
Tatsunokuchi river. Due to height difference about 50  m between both river beds, 
the latter was rejuvenated into a deep gorge. Thus truncated former river is left 
 as  an  underfit or fossilized valley with a wind gap. Rejuvenation must have 
proceeded with progressive  headword erosion judging from steep and fresh side walls 
of the gorge. 
3. Classification of valley forms and their distribution  
) Valley form in transverse profile 
 Som( typical profiles are seen along the narrow path through under the power 
cable crossing over the ridges and the valleys (Fig. 2, 5, Photo 1, 2).  The upper 
part of the transverse profile is here considered as an indicator of  Muldental (not 
 alwa‘s complete form), and the lower part is as valley wall of  Kerbtal (Photo 3). 
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            Fig. 2 Cross profile of hill slopes , under the power cable (Fig. 5) 
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                    Photo I Undulation of hill slope (Fig. 2, 5) 
    1)  Okutsu and Nurata (1967) calls it  "Nubotavama  Formation",
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   2) The  Tsurugaya section  (Fig.  3) 
   The  relief is  less than  70  m, ridges  are narrow and  sharp, but they have a 
 leveled top. Drainage system  develops  symmetrically and many Muldenfiller are 
 preserved  near  divides  in the  eastern half of the  basin,  where  Kerbtaler have  short 
 streams  with  steeper  gradient.  As  long-profile of  main valley  floor is  steeper  than of 
the hill top  level,  relief becomes small to the upstream and  large to the  down-
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                    Fig. 3 The Tsurugaya section 
1 divide 2  Muldental (high-level valley) 3 Kebrial 4  Sohlen-kerbtal 5 terraces
stream, ranged within 30-70 m. Consequently small tributaries have steep gradient 
in the mouth to the Nanakita river and gentle one near the head of the main tribu-
tary. 
   3) The Matanosawa section (Fig. 4) 
   The stream flows to the north with symmetrically branched tributaries. As 
two parallel divides extend to the north with a distance of 0.5 km, density of tri-
butary is almost uniform in the whole basin.  Muldentaler are 30-50 m in length 
and have steep gradient because they are truncated by steep scarps  accompanied 
with  Kerbtal. It ought be said that Muldental had developed uniformly in the 
entire basin and are preserved where  Kerbtal, which had inherited the former 
drainage system of Muldental, did not grow enough to wipe out the former system. 
Consequently drainage pattern of both kinds of valleys shows a discontinuity, or  in. 
other words, there is a conspicuous disconformity in location and  distribution 
between these two types.
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    4) The  SankyOzawa section (Fig. 5) 
    Valley plain  (Talsohle) develops  only
                             more in number and in length in the  
•  9, 300 
                               upstream area. For this fact an explanation 
   Fig. 4 The Matanosawa section that Muldental may have been eroded out 
 (NankOdai is an artificial  flatland)                               in the downstream by Kerbtal development 
seems to be not right, because there  even Kerbtal can not develop its tributary 
because of too large relief. Thus it is affirrned that distribution of Muldental has 
little connection with the Kerbtal development but depends upon its own favorable 
condition in the upstream area.
along the main valley, and most tribut-
aries are merely in process of undercutting. 
Breaks in hillslopes are very distinctly. 
Muldental locates only above this break 
line. Roughly speaking  Muldentaler are 
preserved densely much in the upstream 
area than in the downstream, in an inverse 
proportion to density of Kerbtal. 
   5) The Tatsunokuchi section (Fig. 6) 
   Shallow valleys are found on the 
upland, or restrictly speaking, above the 
break line on the valley wall of the gorge. 
Here it must not be overlooked that 
 Muldentaler must have been formed  con-
cerned with the terrace surface remaining 
along the flanks of the steep wall of the 
gorge. The height of the break line seems 
support this deduction (Fig.  7)  . Although 
an accordant height, or a flatness, of the 
terrace  surface(so-called the Aobayama table 
land) is maintained equally with in the 
drainage basin, Muldental also develops much 
re  ber d  gth  e
stream ea. r is ct  planation 
at uldental ay ve en ded t 
in the downstream by Kerbtal development 
 en rbtal n t velop  ibutary 
fi rned at istribution  uldental s
4. Relief evolution in the hills related with some characteristics of 
  hill morphology 
   Is a Muldental merely a relict of foregoing topography? Here arises a ques-
tion whether the coexistence of two types of dissecting valleys always indicates a 
multicyclic landform or not. Moreover, what morphological circumstance  decided
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such distribution pattern of valleys? An analysis of distribution of valleys con-
cerned with neighboring landforms seems to be significant to solve it. 
 I.) Morphological process on and near the divides 
   In the humid temperate region  rills are formed on an initial surface at first by 
some occasional reasons, i.e. refering to  micro-relief on the surface, uneven resist-
ibility of rocks for erosion, springing of ground water and so on. But, once a drain-
age network has been roughly established, fluvial process, or sculpture of  land-
form, thereafter cannot divert over the network, and goes on in operation along 
the branched streams on the one hand, going on continuously on the divide  just set 
up on the other hand. Subsequently an initial surface becomes to be diversified 
into two sections, those are  flat-topped  interfluves and steep slopes (sometimes 
scarps or gully walls) often accompanied with bottom plains. This feature is 
identical with the phase of younger stage in erosion cycle, and stream erosion
26  Y.  'NAKAMURA
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operates in the way of under- and side cutting. The following effects are emerged 
as results of these processes that, as modification of the surface, by undercutting 
relief increases within a range of potential relief (approximately same to
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"amplitude"
, Twenhofel 1950, p. 519), and by side cutting, or lateral erosion, the 
area of  interfluves comes to be reduced. 
    On the  interfluves, otherwise, where the initial surface is preserved as smooth 
planes, not stream erosion but sheet runoff would transform the surface into slightly 
undulating  feature, resulting in a smooth profile but no more a flat level. As to 
a morphological environment on and  adjacent to the divide, the writer regards it as 
a locational condition that the divide and the  adjacent areas are controlled by 
surface denudation like sheet erosion, soil creeping, etc., and they are free from 
potential relief until abruption in smooth slope is brought by headerosion of 
branching streams. Then the writer considers it an important thing for morphol-
ogical evolution of hills that even on finely branched divides we often find many 
small  Muldentiller not only distribute as result of preservation from headerosion 
but also develop themselves apparently after the divides were settled. 
   Accordingly the two aspects of the  Muldental must be discussed here, those 
are preservation and development of the Muldental. 
   2) Locational conditions for preservation and development of the high-level 
valley 
   As to the development of valleys, the writer believes as a typical expression of 
landform evolution, the following paragraph is clearly and briefly  summarized,"  .. 
Although the aggregate area drained by sheet runoff is large, every natural surface 
is irregular. Therefore no simple sheet of water flows far  down.slope until it meets 
converging slopes and becomes concentrated into distinct streams. Concentration 
results in deeper water, increased turbulence, and erosion of the stream bed. The 
cutting of a valley has begun. .. "(Longwell and Flint 1955, p. 140). The present 
writer then wants to guess that how apart from a divide the stream begins to 
undercut or becomes a distinct stream, in the cited paragraph. Preservation rate of 
the high-level  valleys') depends upon the velocity of the advancing front that is 
represented by knickpoint retreat on the stream bed and by upslope retreat of 
breaks in slopes. The preservation rate is higher, concerned with number (or 
density), in the places adjacent to finely branched divides in the downstream area 
(Figs. 3, 4, 5), and the preservation rate of the longer ones is higher in the 
upstream area where  Kerbteder sparsely develop. Beginning the undercutting, 
a considerable concentration of running water is necessary for the channel, so, at 
the least, some squares of surface must be kept below the divide. Where the 
divides are finely branched, each tributary can not gain an enough concentration 
of water due to narrow square of interfluves. Based on this idea, it is well explained 
    2) Hereafter Muldental is expressed as "high-level valley", due to its location with 
 distinction to the lowland plains (Nakamura 1966a, 1966b).
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why the high-level valleys are often preserved above the headwater of Kerbtal 
 even in the densely dissected areas. Besides these it is reasonable that small or 
short tributaries in  Kerbtal form are certain to leave a little space between their 
head and the nearest divide where sheet runoff or sheet erosion goes on potentially 
providing for the valley development at the downslopes. 
    For development of the high-level valley, subsequently, a broad and slightly 
dipping surface is most favorable, for surface denudation can be operated  typically 
on such a surface. Broad  interfluve, upstream area in the drainage basin with 
less streams are such a case, where the surface changes gradually into an undulat-
ing landform and is affected by denudation in the way of down wearing. 
    In the Nanakita hills, however, no enough squares are found near the divides, 
so the large scale high-level valleys are not able to develop but smaller ones are 
observed numerously in the  upslopes of each trough of tributaries. In the basin 
of the Tatsunokuchi gorge, some longer high-level valleys are recognized where 
dissection of the surface seems to be  in not a so advanced stage. 
    3) Breaks in side slopes of valleys as a front line of dissection by Kerbtal 
    On the side slopes of  dissecting valleys in the Nanakita hills, we find also a 
distinct break in slope gradient (Fig. 2). Above the breaks, as is seen on Fig. 2, 
divides have a gentle gradient and a smooth and rounded form, below them, 
however, steep and straight slopes (sometimes clear scarps) are formed. These 
breaks are situated at the  almost leveled height (Nakamura 1966b), therefore 
they are apparently an indicator of rejuvenation, as an example of topographic 
unconformity (Thornbury 1954, p.  182). From another point of view mentioned 
above, a restored line assumed by connection of these breaks is considered as a 
front line or a border line between the undercutting and side cutting area and the 
surface denudation area (Nakmura  1967b, 1967c). This front line is not always fixed 
at a point, but often shifting to  upslope to enlarge the lower area until cutting 
process can not exceed a given relief by decreasing supply of water due to propor-
tional reduction of square for water concentration. Of course, the front line does not 
retreat downslope with exceptions of special deposition processes like landslide. 
   4) Influence of locational conditions upon hill dissection 
   As surface denudation works almost uniform over the whole area of the surface 
but with low relief, the locational condition is not decisive for its intensity. 
Then everywhere on the flat surface — even if on rounded ridges in the hills  — 
reduction of relief can go on slowly. When linear erosion encroaches here, the 
areas where surface denudation is operated become to be limited within some 
portions of a basin, took place by growing areas of linear erosion. Now locational 
conditions, for examples, distance from divide, square for water concentration,
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relative height above the regional base level of erosion at an arbitrary station in a 
basin, come to affect upon the rate (speed) or mode (pattern) of progression of 
 Kerbtal's  front, and upon the rate of preservation of Muldental area through the 
control of water concentration. In the sequence of landform sculpture it is 
recognized finally that Muldental area develops itself with an uniform or centrifugal 
(radial) distribution pattern, and Kerbtal area, on the contrary, does with differential 
or centripedal pattern against the core area of the  hills. These interrelations are 
summarized in the schematic diagrams (Fig. 8,). 
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5. Conclusions 
   1) In the Nanakita hills and the Aobayama upland situated to the north  and 
the west of Sendai city, dissecting valleys are  _classified into two types in  their-
transverse  profiles; a shallow-concave valley (Muldental or the high-level valley) 
and a V-shaped one often accompanied with bottom plain (Kerbtal, including: 
 Solden-kerbtal). 
   2) Morphology of the hills here observed is characterized by a group of 
smoothly undulating features (rounded divides,  interfluves, smooth and concave 
profile of high-level valleys in transverse form) above the distinctive breaks in 
hill side slopes, and by another group of rugged features (steep and straight slope, 
erosion scarp, sometimes gullies) below the breaks, on the other hand. 
   3) These two features locate at different sites respectively, the former
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generally at the upstream area near the divides, and the latter at the downstream 
area near the regional basel level of erosion. Consequently an area has been 
 -differentiated into two sections bordered by a front line indicated by breaks in hill 
side slopes. 
   4) Judging from the frequent distribution of small  Muldental even in the  mar-
ginal parts of the hills, they are well prevented from undercutting by Kerbtal's 
 stream, due to a favorable locational condition that there small tributaries can not 
.obtain an enough concentration of water to sculpture much more the  upslopes.
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